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Abstract - This paper addresses the problem of integrating various data sources and web services in an enterprise that uses a service-oriented architecture. We take advantage of ubiquitous enterprise concepts like Types of Things, Time and Position (What, When and Where) and build a context ontology for each that relates all the various representations across the enterprise. Then, we use Information System data models, context ontologies and a small number of simple OWL/RDF mappings to enable information originating in one part of the enterprise to be used in another in a way that is highly (if not fully) automated.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Typically, a community of interest (COI) creates an information model with shared semantics and consistent representation of the associated data and web services. Large enterprises are moving towards a service-oriented architecture (SOA) strategy to make data and services from one part of the enterprise available for use in another part. However, SOAs do not address semantics of data. For example, regarding Position information, often the Datum is missing, or in the case of Time, the time zone designation is missing. Not only can this lead to execution errors, but also to lengthy testing and integration cycles to find and correct the errors [1].

Building on the semantic framework presented in [2], in this paper we show how to integrate disparate Information Systems (IS) in a SOA using ontologies (expressed in OWL/RDF [3-4]) as well as OWL/RDF mapping relations. Our approach is no longer dependent on building domain ontologies in the Gruber sense [5]. Instead we limit ourselves to ontological characterizations of the individual COI data and web service (WS) models. Thus the IS ontologies are data models expressed in OWL/RDF ontologies. Further, we take advantage of ubiquitous enterprise concepts like Types of Things, Time and Position (What, When and Where) and build a context ontology for each that relates all the various representations across the enterprise. Note that although these
concepts are ubiquitous across the enterprise, each may have different representations within different COIs. By using OWL/RDF mappings to relate IS ontologies to context ontologies we are able to resolve representational differences. We use additional OWL/RDF mappings between IS ontologies to resolve structural and syntactic mismatches. Other OWL/RDF mappings associate web services with ontologies. We then automate the interoperability of disparate ISs by reasoning over this set of IS ontologies, the context ontologies and OWL/RDF mappings. The reasoning results in workflow discovery, automatic web service invocation, and reconciliation of mismatches.

The framework presented in [2] is implemented using a commercially available ontology management system (OMS) [6] along with a collection of developed tools that provide synergistic services as shown in Fig. 1.
In addition to standard services like Store, Edit, Manage, Query, the OMS offers a DB Mapper, Web Service's WSDL Mapper, Ontology Mapper, Semantic Viewer, Inference Engine, and a Classifier. The DB Mapper is used to map databases into the ontology. As a result, we are able to query the databases by simply querying the ontologies. The Inference Engine supports standard OWL DL inferences. The Classifier takes the XML document returned by a web service and translates it into RDF and classifies it into the ontology. The Web Service's WSDL Mapper reads in a WSDL and generates an ontological description of the WSDL. The Ontology Mapper is described in details in section 2.5. It is invoked by the Semantic Viewer. The Semantic Viewer implements code that, for a given request, discovers workflow, invokes and process web services, and invokes the classifier in order to enable the exchange of information between systems.

The outline for this paper is as follows: In section 2, we present the use case, build the IS ontologies, context ontologies, and their mappings. Then, we reason over the mapped ontologies to identify workflows whose execution achieves the flow of information. In section 3, we generalize the solution. In section 4, we discuss our findings and relate our work to the published literature.

2.0 ENGINEERING OF ONTOLOGIES

In our use case, we have two flight scheduling systems: Air Mobility (AM) for Military Airlift and Air Operations (AO) for Military Air Superiority. The systems were designed and developed independently. Each system includes its own flight scheduling service that creates flights and stores them in the system's own custom data store. A new requirement has emerged for flight information to be exchanged between these two systems. Specifically, flight information created and stored locally by the AM system must be provided to the AO system. Our goal is to use the
ontologies and mapping techniques outlined above to discover and execute workflows that result in AM instances being retrieved from the AM database and transformed into AO instances. An overview of the approach is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Overall Approach](image)

2.1 Build the IS Ontologies

We use OWL/RDF to build the AO and AM IS ontologies. These two ontologies encompass flight scheduling concepts for two disparate flight scheduling systems and were designed by different people working on our project. Relevant portions of the two ontologies are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. While both ontologies include concepts representing aircraft and events, significant distinctions exist in structure, representation and terminology. In particular, looking at Figs. 3 and 4, note that:

- AM represents position with Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates while AO represents position with Geodetic coordinates
• AM uses the terminology ‘ARR’ and ‘DEP’ to denote arrival and departure events while AO denotes corresponding events as ‘LANDING’ and ‘TAKEOFF’
• AM and AO use different terminology to denote equivalent Aircraft Types
• AO provides both starting and stopping times for events while AM uses a single event time
• AM and AO use different overall structures to represent a flight

Fig. 3. AO System Ontology
2.2 Use Relevant Context Ontologies

To provide interoperability between information systems, we develop ontologies that capture common concepts across the enterprise, while taking into account each information system’s representation for a particular concept. We refer to such ontologies as context ontologies. In this paper, we address three such context ontologies: Position, Time, and Types of Things, i.e., Where, When and What.

Fig. 4. AM System Ontology
The use of context mediation in database integration is nothing new [7]. Our use of the term context refers to the various ways data can be represented and used in an enterprise, or even across enterprises [8]. At the heart of this paper is the assertion that there are a small number of context ontologies needed to achieve interoperability across the Department of Defense (DoD) enterprise [9], and that the various representations within each category are finite and can thus be captured in an ontology. So far, these assumptions have held true. The categories of Position, Time, and Types of Things have already proven very useful in the DoD enterprise as articulated in the Cursor on Target (CoT) initiative [10]. Upcoming work is under way to uncover remaining context ontologies in the DoD enterprise and we will leave the details of uncovering those context ontologies to a future paper.

2.2.1 Position Context Ontology

Our DoD Position context ontology contains comprehensive specifications of all the different representations of a Geo-Coordinate point in the DoD, i.e. the genus of Coordinate Systems, Datums, Coordinate Reference Frames and formats. We built the Position context ontology based on the set of coordinate systems used by National Geospatial Agency [11]. Fig. 5 shows part of the Position context ontology. The full listing of this ontology is given in [12].
Using this context ontology, we can disambiguate any Geo-Coordinate position by specifying its Coordinate Systems, its Coordinate Reference Frame, and its Datum. These classes and the relationships between them are defined in the ontology by the following OWL classes and OWL object properties:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:id="COORDINATE"/>
<owl:Class rdf:id="DATUM"/>
<owl:Class rdf:id="COORD-REF-FRAME"/>
```
To address the various Coordinate Reference Frames in use across the DoD, we assert for example:

<owl:Class rdf:id="GEODETIC">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#COORD-REF-FRAME"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:id="UTM">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#COORD-REF-FRAME"/>
</owl:Class>

To address the various Datums defined across the DoD, we add for example:

<owl:Class rdf:id="WGE">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#DATUM"/>
</owl:Class>

A particular type of Coordinate, such as LATLONHTCOORDINATE or UTMCOORDINATE, is then specified as follows:

<owl:Class rdf:id="LATLONHTCOORDINATE"/>
To assert the DATUM for a Coordinate, we add these statements:

<owl:Class rdf:id="LATLONHTCOORDINATE-WGE">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#LATLONHTCOORDINATE"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="Has-Datum">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#LATLONHTCOORDINATE-WGE"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#WGE"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>

<owl:Class rdf:id="UTMCOORDINATE-WGE">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#UTMCOORDINATE"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID=" Has-Datum">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#UTMCOORDINATE-WGE"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#WGE"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
For the remainder of this paper, we drop the OWL notation and substitute the equivalent graph or triple representation.

2.2.2 Time and Type Context Ontologies

We use similar specifications for Time and Types of Things. Several Time ontologies are available [13] and are generally based on the many representation the military uses to denote date/time (e.g., mm/dd/yyyy, Zulu, EST, etc.). Therefore the treatment of the Time context ontology is similar to the Position context ontology. For the Type context ontologies, we discerned two different types: Aircraft-Types, and Event-Types. These cover the different representations of aircrafts and events used by both systems. As a result, we developed two sub-types for Aircraft-Types, and Event-Types as shown below:

\[\text{AM-AIRCRAFT-TYPES} \quad \text{subClassOf} \quad \text{AIRCRAFT-TYPES}\]

\[\text{AO-AIRCRAFT-TYPES} \quad \text{subClassOf} \quad \text{AIRCRAFT-TYPES}\]

\[F-16 \quad \text{instanceOf (OWL Individual)} \quad \text{AM-AIRCRAFT-TYPES}\]

\[F-16E \quad \text{instanceOf (OWL Individual)} \quad \text{AO-AIRCRAFT-TYPES}\]

\[\text{AM-EVENT-TYPES} \quad \text{subClassOf} \quad \text{EVENT-TYPES}\]

\[\text{AO-EVENT-TYPES} \quad \text{subClassOf} \quad \text{EVENT-TYPES}\]

\[\text{DEP} \quad \text{instanceOf (OWL Individual)} \quad \text{AM-EVENT-TYPES}\]
2.3 Integrate Web Services Using Ontologies

When translation between representations is needed, we associate a translator web service with the context ontology. Our approach for integrating a web service into a context ontology is discussed in the next section. Note that this same approach would be used to integrate a web service into an IS ontology.

2.3.1 Integrate GeoTrans Web Service into the Position Context Ontology

For our use case, we attach a GeoTrans web service based on the Geographic Translator [11] to the Position context ontology. The GeoTrans Web Service Description Language (WSDL) file is given at [14].

Integrating GeoTrans involves the creation of a web service upper ontology that is similar to an OWL-S Service Profile [15], and the recreation of its WSDL file in an ontology. This step is further articulated in [2]. We then use OWL/RDF mappings to attach both the GeoTrans upper ontology and the GeoTrans WSDL ontology to the Position context ontology as illustrated in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 6. Integrating WS and Context Ontologies](image-url)
The GeoTrans upper and WSDL ontologies and the mappings that connect them to the Position context ontology are shown in Fig. 7. Note that only a few concepts of the Geotrans WSDL ontology are shown.

Fig. 7. Geo-Trans WSDL Ontology

The OWL/RDF mappings shown in Fig. 7 and their domains and ranges are summarized in Table 1. Note that while our use case employs these mappings to connect a web service to a context ontology, these same mappings are employed to connect a web service to an IS ontology.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>OWL/RDF Mappings</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:Class (in Context Ontology)</td>
<td>isInputOf</td>
<td>Webservice: Class (in WS upper ontology)</td>
<td>Workflow discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webservice: Class (in WS upper ontology)</td>
<td>hasInput (inverseOf isInputOf)</td>
<td>rdfs:Class (in Context Ontology)</td>
<td>Workflow discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:Class (in Context Ontology)</td>
<td>isOutputOf</td>
<td>Webservice: Class (in WS upper ontology)</td>
<td>Workflow discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webservice: Class (in WS upper ontology)</td>
<td>hasOutput</td>
<td>rdfs:Class (in Context Ontology)</td>
<td>Workflow discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webservice: Class (in WS upper ontology)</td>
<td>inParameter</td>
<td>rdfs:Class (in Context Ontology)</td>
<td>URL generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webservice: Class (in WS upper ontology)</td>
<td>outParameter</td>
<td>rdfs:Class (in Context Ontology)</td>
<td>URL generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webservice: Class (in WS upper ontology)</td>
<td>hasEffect</td>
<td>rdfs:Class (in Context Ontology)</td>
<td>Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webservice: Class (in WS upper ontology)</td>
<td>hasClassification</td>
<td>rdfs:Class (in Context Ontology)</td>
<td>Pre-condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:Class (in Context Ontology)</td>
<td>isValueOf</td>
<td>rdfs:Class (in WS WSDL Ontology)</td>
<td>URL generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:Class (in Context Ontology)</td>
<td>isOutputValueOf</td>
<td>rdfs:Class (in WS WSDL Ontology)</td>
<td>URL generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:Class (in Context Ontology)</td>
<td>hasResult</td>
<td>rdfs:Class (in WS WSDL Ontology)</td>
<td>Import/Classification of return web service result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:Class (in Ontology)</td>
<td>isCorrelatedWith</td>
<td>rdfs:Class (in Ontology)</td>
<td>Correlation between instances of data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Mapping Web Service Ontologies to Context Ontology**

We will show in Section 2.6 that an instance of a coordinate in any reference system can automatically be translated into an instance of a coordinate in any other reference system through the automated invocation of GeoTrans.
2.4 Mapping of IS and Context Ontologies

To enable the exchange of instances between the AO and the AM systems, we map the relevant AO concepts to the corresponding concepts in AM. This establishes the semantic matches – but not the representational matches - between corresponding concepts. Additional mappings of AO and AM concepts to the context ontologies are required to resolve representational mismatches. Note that concept matching requires agreement between the AO and AM users, whereas mapping to Context Ontologies is done independently for each system. We introduce the mappings in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>OWL Object Property</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>When to Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:Class (in IS Ontology)</td>
<td>hasContext</td>
<td>rdfs:Class (in Context Ontology)</td>
<td>Representational change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:Class (in Context Ontology)</td>
<td>isTheContextOf (inverse of hasContext)</td>
<td>rdfs:Class (in IS Ontology)</td>
<td>Representational change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:Class (in IS Ontology)</td>
<td>hasMatch (symmetric)</td>
<td>rdfs:Class (in IS Ontology)</td>
<td>Representational change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:Class (in IS Ontology)</td>
<td>hasMatchingValue (symmetric)</td>
<td>rdfs:Class (in IS Ontology)</td>
<td>No representational change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. OWL/RDF Mappings

In our use case, to reconcile a representational mismatch between coordinates, we assert the following:

- \textit{AO-COORD} \texttt{hasContext LATLONHTCOORDINATE\_WGE}
- \textit{AM-COORD} \texttt{hasContext UTMCOORDINATE\_WGE}
- \textit{AO-COORD} \texttt{hasMatch AM-COORD}
To reconcile terminology mismatches between various event types or various aircraft types, we assert, for example:

- `AM-AIRCRAFT-TYPES` hasMatch `AO-AIRCRAFT-TYPES`
- `AM-EVENT-TYPES` hasMatch `AO-EVENT-TYPES`
- `F-16E` OWL:sameAs `F-16`
- `DEP` OWL:sameAs `TAKEOFF`
- `ARR` OWL:sameAs `LANDING`

When instance values can be copied without transformation, we assert, for example:

- `AIR-FIELD-NAME` hasMatchingValue `AM-AIRPORT-NAME`

Fig. 8 shows the AO ontology fully mapped to the AM and context ontologies.
2.5 Purpose of Onto-Mapper: Interpreting the OWL/RDF Links

In order for AM data to be translated to the AO system, the AM instances must be translated to match the structure, terminology, and representations of the AO system. To accomplish this end, we built a mapping interpreter, Onto-Mapper, that processes the OWL/RDF mappings presented in Table 2. This results in the creation of new AO instance data from the AM system. In the semantic framework, we represent Onto-Mapper as a specialized web service that gets invoked
when data is being exchanged. We implement this Mapping Interpreter by building a specialized web service that acts as a Service Agent. Rather than have arbitrary inputs and outputs, this specialized WS only interprets the rdf/owl links to create instance data in the target system from data that originated in the source system. The formal definition of Onto-Mapper is shown below:

Service-Agent subClassOf Web-Service
Onto-Mapper subClassOf Service-Agent
hasAgentInput subProperty hasInput
hasAgentOutput subProperty hasOutput
isAgentInputOf subProperty isInputOf
isAgentOutputOf subProperty isOutputOf
isAgentInputOf InverseOf hasAgentInput
isAgentOutputOf InverseOf hasAgentOutput

To trigger the invocation of Onto-Mapper by the Semantic Viewer in our use case, we simply assert the following:

Onto-Mapper hasAgentInput AM-FLIGHT
Onto-Mapper hasAgentOutput AO-FLIGHT

In the next section we detail how Onto-Mapper then creates a new AO instance data.

2.6 Reasoning with the Mapped Ontologies / Creating Instances of Source Data in the Destination IS

Having accomplished the mappings of web services, as well as the mappings of IS ontologies to context ontologies, we map the AM database into the ontology, as described in [2]. In this fashion, we treat the AM data as instances of the AM ontology as indicated in Fig. 9. Then, to translate an AM instance into an AO instance, the Semantic Viewer reasons with the mapped
ontologies to discover workflows, to invoke\execute\process web services, and to create the AO instance.

![AM Ontology incorporating AM Instance Data](image)

**Fig. 9. AM Ontology incorporating AM Instance Data**

### 2.6.1 Reasoning Algorithms

In addition to using RDF/OWL inferences, we make extensive use of two graph traversal algorithms: Direct Path Query (DPQ), and Incoming Intersection Query (IIQ). Both algorithms make use of RDF/OWL inferences and are described as follows:

**Direct Path Query (DPQ)**

Given a list of input values and a desired output, the DPQ creates the set of all the direct paths that lead to the desired output concept from the input concepts, i.e.
• For input list $i_n$, output $v$
• Find the direct paths $P_k \{p_1, p_2, \ldots\}$ ending with $v$, and starting with each $i$ in $i_n$, where a direct path is the sequence of nodes (i.e., concepts in the ontology graph) and relations or links that connect them. The system can be configured to exclude nodes connected by specific links or to only return paths containing certain links.

**Incoming Intersection Query (IIQ)**

First, the algorithm creates the set of all the direct paths that lead to the desired output concept using a DPQ. Second, for each input value, the algorithm creates the set of direct paths that lead to the given input. Third, the algorithm calculates and returns the intersection of these sets. This algorithm may be defined more formally as follows:

• For input list $i_n$, output $v$
• Find the list of nodes $x_i \{x_1, x_2, \ldots\}$ that has direct paths $P_k \{p_1, p_2, \ldots\}$ with $v$
• For each $i$ in $i_n$, find the list of nodes $y_j \{y_1, y_2, \ldots\}$ that has direct paths $Q_m \{q_1, q_2, \ldots\}$ with $i$
• Return $\{x_i, P_k, Q_m\}$ where $x_i = y_j$

2.6.2 Discovering Initial Workflows

To discover the workflow for this use case, we specify the AM-FLIGHT instance AM-FLIGHT-AS1040300041, shown in Fig. 9, as input in the Semantic Viewer and AO-FLIGHT as output. The Semantic Viewer runs a DPQ and, if no workflow is found, an IIQ. We exclude the following relationships from the above search: inParameter, outParameter,
hasMatchingValue, hasMatch, hasContext, isTheContextOf. The paths returned are interpreted as a workflow by the Semantic Viewer when they contain the relationship isInputOf or its sub-properties. In this use case, the following path is returned:

![Workflow Diagram](image)

The presence of the RDF/OWL link isAgentInputOf indicates that Onto-Mapper must execute to create an instance of AO-Flight, which is the object of the hasAgentOutput RDF/OWL link.

2.6.3 Processing Onto-Mapper

Onto-Mapper searches for representational and terminology mismatches by interpreting the links hasContext, isTheContextOf, and hasMatch. The result of the search is a set of workflows (paths containing isInputOf or its sub-properties) that need to be processed for reconciliations of mismatches between the AM and AO domains. Each workflow consists of a sequence of web services. When all workflows and their component web services have been executed, a new AO instance is created from the AM instance AM-FLIGHT-AS1040300041. The algorithm shown below discovers the mismatches between the two domains and return workflows.

```plaintext
Paths discover-mismatches(input, output)
{
    X = Get Full Def of (output); C(i) = All-Triples (output);
    if (C(i) != NULL)
    {
        For each i in C(i)
    }
```
\{ 
  o(i)= Object-value ( C(i) );  r(i)= Relation (C(i));
  if (r(i) == hasMatch and (o(i) ismemberof(input)) ) 
    Answer = DPQ (o(i), input ) Exclude links:
    hasMatch, sameAs, and hasMatchingValue
  else
    discover-mismatches ( o(i) );
  i = i+1;
\}

Return Answer

An example of workflows returned by the algorithm is shown in Fig. 10. A quick scan of this workflow reveals that the GeoTrans web service must execute to derive the instance value of AO-COORD from \textit{COORD: 21 N 20678076 5423265} (an instance of \textit{AM-COORD}).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure10.png}
\caption{Example Workflow}
\end{figure}

The Semantic Viewer finds additional workflows for other instances of AM-COORD that need translation. Similarly, workflows are discovered for Time representational mismatches.
2.6.4 Processing the Workflows Returned by Onto-Mapper

The Semantic Viewer processes the workflow node by node. In the example above, the first node is AM-FLIGHT-AS1040300041 followed by AS1040300041 100, LOC:CYQX, AM COORD 21 N 20678076 5423265, and UTMCoordinate-WGE. Since AM-COORD 21 N 20678076 5423265 inherits the hasContext link to UTMCoordinate-WGE from AM-COORD, the Semantic Viewer makes AM-COORD 21 N 20678076 5423265 an instance of UTMCOORDINATE-WGE which links it to GeoTrans using isInputOf. The latter signifies that GeoTrans must execute. Since LATLONHTCOORDINATE-WGE is linked to GeoTrans using hasOutput, this signifies that the result returned by the web service is an instance of LATLONHTCOORDINATE-WGE. The processing of isTheContextOf makes the instance of LATLONHTCOORDINATE-WGE an instance of AO-COORD.

2.6.5 Executing GeoTrans

The first step is to build the URL required to invoke the GeoTrans web service. The base URL and parameter names are read from the WSDL ontology. The parameter values are inferred from the mapped ontology. Specifically, when execution of GeoTrans is requested, its full definition (shown in Fig. 7 in section 2.3.1) is retrieved from the OMS, and the base URL, http://base.mitre.org/Geotrans/, is retrieved from the GeoTran’s WSDL ontology. Then for each object of inParameter (e.g. COORDREFFRAME), the Semantic Viewer runs the DPQ with input “COORD: 21 N 20678076 5423265”, and output being that object of inParameter (e.g. COORDREFFRAME). The returned path contains the parameter value to be used in the URL for that object of inParameter (e.g. COORDREFFRAME). This parameter value is identified in the returned path as the instance of the object of inParameter (e.g., COORDREFFRAME). For example, in the following path returned by the DPQ, the COORDREFFRAME’s value is UTM.
Then to determine the parameter name we simply follow the link isValueOf which reveals the label of the parameter name (inputCRF). When the Semantic Viewer has processed all inParameter links, the URL will be of the form:

http://base.mitre.org/Geotrans/inputCRF=UTM&inputDatum=WGE&CoordString=21 N 20678076 5423265

Once all of the objects of each inParameter are processed, the Semantic Viewer turns its attention to outParameter. Similar to the processing for inParameter, the Semantic Viewer repeatedly runs the DPQ with input “COORD: 21 N 20678076 5423265” and output being each object of outParameter (e.g., COORDREFFRAME). It then finds the matching parameter label using isValueOf. Thus the complete URL is of the form:

http://base.mitre.org/Geotrans/inputCRF=UTM&inputDatum=WGE&CoordString=21 N 20678076 5423265&outputCRF=Geodetic&outputDatum=WGE

When the invocation of GeoTrans returns the XML document, the Semantic Viewer translates it into an RDF instance of AO-COORD, AO-COORD: 48.936668,-54.568333. The translation occurs as follows. Elements in the XML document are matched with concepts in the WSDL ontology. The latter are linked to the mapped ontology using isValueOf and iiValueOf. This effects the creation of an LATLONHTCOORDINATE-WGE instance from the XML document. The Semantic Viewer completes the workflow processing by reclassifying the LATLONHTCOORDINATE-WGE instance as an AO-COORD due to the isTheContextOf link.
between LATLONHTCOORDINATE-WGE and AO-COORD. It also creates an isCorrelatedWith link is between AM-COORD: 21 N 20678076 5423265 and AO-COORD: 48.936668,-54.568333.

2.6.6 Creating a New AO Instance

Once these workflows are executed, then the following algorithm accomplishes the creation of the new instance in AO domain, which is linked to the AM instance AM-FLIGHT-AS1040300041 using the link isCorrelatedWith and imported to the OMS.

Input=Instance in AM domain; Output=Class in AO domain

Child-Concepts= method-process-instance ("COORD: 21 N 20678076 5423265 ", Output, 1);

method-process-instance (Input-Instance, Output, FLAG)
{
    Child-Parent-Concept= NULL;
    X= Get Full Def of (Output);  C(i)= All-Triples (X);

    if (C(i) != NULL)
    {
        For each i in C(i)
        {
            o(i)= Object-value ( C(i ) );
            r(i)= Relation (C(i));
            if (r(i) == hasMatchingValue)
            {
                Value-instance(n)= DPQ( Input-instance, o(i) )
                Return Value-instance( );
            }
        }
    }
}
else if (r(i) == hasMatch || sameAs )
{
    Value-instance(n)= DPQ(Input-instance, o(i) ) Exclude links:
    hasMatch, hasInput , hasOutput, hasContext, and isTheContextOf
    Child(n)= IIQ(value-instance(n), Output)
    Return Child ();
}
else if {r(i) == hasContext || isTheContextOf || isAgentOutputOf || isOutputOf)                      { do
nothing;}
else {
    Child()=method-process-instance ( o(i), 0 );
    If ( FLAG== 0 )
    {
        For each j in Child(j)
        {
            if( Child(j) != Null)
            {
                if (Child-Parent-concept(j)==NULL){
                    Child-Parent-concept(j)= New KN
                        Assert Child-Parent-concept(j) subClassOf Concept
                }
                Assert Child (j) subClassOf o(i)
            Assert Child-Parent-concept(j) r(i) Child(j);
        }
    }
    }
    Else
    {
        For each j in Child(j){
if (Child(j) != Null){
    if (Child-Parent-concept(0)==NULL){
        Child-Parent-concept(0)= New KN
        Assert Child-Parent-concept(0) subClassOf Concept
    }
    Assert Child (j) subClassOf o(i)
    Assert Child-Parent-concept(0) r(i) Child(j);
}
}

i = i+1;
// end for each i
}// end c(i)!= Null
Return Child-Parent-concept ();
}// end method

3.0 GENERALIZATION

Our solution is easily generalized and extended beyond the use case presented above. In the more general case, the algorithms presented above return multiple initial workflows (see section 2.6.2), as shown in the example in Fig. 11.
The system attempts to execute each workflow to the extent that it has the necessary data input. Each workflow stores whatever output it produces in the OMS, making it available to subsequent workflows. In the example above, the first workflow is composed of the sequenced web service A → web service C → Onto-Mapper. The execution of A succeeds and its result is stored in the OMS. The execution of C, however, fails since the output of web service B is needed as input to C. The system proceeds to execute the second workflow: web service B → web service C → Onto-Mapper. This workflow successfully completes since the necessary output from A is now available in the OMS.

Beyond this generalization to multiple workflows, the solution is also extensible. We can incorporate new context ontologies and extend existing context ontologies at will without having to change existing mappings.

4.0 DISCUSSION

We see several significant advantages to our context ontology-based approach to semantic integration. Foremost, this is a general solution that can be applied to interoperate any two ISs using the set of context ontologies and same RDF/OWL mappings. The workflow required for reconciliation of mismatches is derived by reasoning with the mapped ontologies and is not preprogrammed into the system.
Moreover, the effort to implement the mappings is minimized by the polymorphic nature of this approach. Mappings are defined at the concept level not the instance level, but they enable semantic based transformation of instance data. For example, once an objects of inParameter (e.g., Datum), is linked to GeoTrans, then instances of the object (e.g., WGE) are passed as input arguments. This is because the DPQ and IIQ make use of OWL inferences: i.e., subclassOf, inverseOf.

We have also found that with our methodology, IS and context ontologies are sufficient. This eliminates the need to develop domain ontologies that are typically expensive to build and maintain. In this fashion, we can also leverage existing XML schemas and web services as the IS ontologies are nothing more than the IS data models expressed in OWL.

Another key characteristic of this approach is the loose coupling between the IS ontologies and context ontologies. Mappings to context ontologies can be added to an existing IS ontology without any change to the IS data model and the same context ontologies can be reused to annotate multiple IS ontologies. More importantly, context ontologies can be used to augment data models with missing information. Note that in our case, Datum was missing from the AM/AO ontologies. However, due to the mapping to the Position context ontology, the system is able to pass an appropriate value for Datum to the GeoTrans webservice.

Further benefit derives from our method of using an ontological approach to connect translation web services to context ontologies. Once an IS ontology is mapped to a context ontology, no further relations are required between the IS ontology and the web service for translations to take place. For example, when translation is needed between coordinates, Geotrans is invoked without linking it explicitly to any IS concept.
Finally, it is evident that hasMatchingValue can be replaced with owl:equivalentClass, and in place of hasContext, we can have a rdfs:subClassOf, or even owl:equivalentClass. However, hasMatch is needed and cannot be replaced with an OWL language construct.

4.1 Relation to Literature

This approach leverages existing initiatives and builds on them. For example, the set of RDF/owl mappings augment the ontology of mapping relations work done at Stanford [16], with some newer mappings. Further, we repurpose their use. We also have use of the Web Service Profile ontology in common with OWL-S [15], although we take the view that web services are extensions of data, with the net result of broader applicability of this solution. For example, this approach can be viewed as a candidate solution for the harmonization of multiple Community of Interest (COI) problem [17]. We also share common aspects with Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [18] approach from the perspective of the use of mediators. For example, ONTO-MAPPER mediates between the various representations. However, in our solution, workflows are derived and not programmed. We think this is important, as enterprises are concerned with emergent behavior.

4.2 Future Work

We are in the process of building context ontologies for the DoD categories Geometric Shapes, and Unit of Measures. Additionally, we are investigating approaches to automating the creation or generation of some of links between IS ontologies. To that end, we are building a shared ontology across Position and Time, and investigating how rules [19] might help. We are also adding the handling of conditions when traversing graphs and the implementation of causality [20] in the system. The former enhances our capabilities to specify pre-conditions and constraints. Causality allows for reasoning with state changes in the system over time.
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